
K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Speeds up time-to-market 

Allows retailers to make self-
checkout hardware choices independent 
of software

Eliminates need for middleware

Provides flexibility required to configure 
customized options

Complements other store touch-points

Creates a more personalized self-checkout 
shopping experience 

Lowers costs 

Self-Checkout isn’t a new concept. Neither are the limitations that come with it.

Ever since retailers have turned to self-checkout to help lower labor costs, provide 

convenience, and enhance their customer’s shopping experience, they’ve been forced 

to install inflexible solutions driven by hardware decisions. The potential benefits of the 

system as a whole are often compromised, and so is the customer’s experience. Shoppers 

are forced to forego a personalized solution because they’re limited to what traditional 

self-checkout systems have to offer.

That’s why you should check into Retalix Self-Checkout (RSCO). Just as we’ve done 

for years with traditional front-end POS solutions, Retalix is now 

helping you raise the bar and lower the cost of providing a best-in-

class self-checkout solution. Part of Retalix 10, the industry’s 

leading retail software suite, Retalix Self-Checkout allows 

you to separate hardware decisions from your software 

choice, giving you the flexibility—and cost savings—

needed to tailor the self-checkout experience 

to best meet your individual 

store environments.
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CHECK OUT THE FUTURE. CHECK INTO HIGHER PROFITS. 

RSCO is the self-checkout software retailers have been looking for.  A fully 

integrated solution, RSCO eliminates the need for middleware in a self-checkout 

environment. Extensions to the Retalix POS application work directly with the 

self-checkout hardware, allowing new features and functions to get to market 

sooner and at a lower cost. And hardware independence not only helps lower 

deployment and maintenance costs, it also gives retailers the flexibility to 

choose customized self-checkout options, including:

n	 A comprehensive solution with scale security

n	 Cashless self-checkout

n	 Alternative hardware options utilizing traditional front-end equipment

n	 Support for a wide variety of peripherals, including tower lights, 

cash recirculators, and more.

Able to operate on multiple platforms, RSCO brings consistency to users who 

rely on diverse hardware types across the chain. As a single point of contact for 

upgrades and enhancements, it also eliminates the need for multiple software 

vendors and unnecessary redundant costs when making changes. 

Developed to complement the same application, data, item graphics and 

users of the traditional POS system, RSCO allows retailers to use the same 

GUI concepts and designs found in other touch-points throughout the store. 

It also brings a level of personalization that has simply never existed with self-

checkout before. 

For the first time, retailers can evaluate self-checkout software and 

hardware independently on their own merits. For large, multi-store 

chains and smaller mid-sized operations alike, Retalix 

Self-Checkout is the single-best choice for you.

PRODUCT
HIGHLIGHTS

Hardware independence

Single database with 
centralized parameter 

management

An extension to 
traditional front-end, not 

just interfaced to one

Security scale support

ATM integration for 
automated cash

Compatibility with 
lane Tri Light 

Cashless self-
checkout option

Unified point of contact for 
software enhancements 

and support

Available with Retalix 10 
and Retalix StoreLine 

For more information on what

Retalix Self-Checkout can do for you, 

contact Retalix today.
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